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31 ocial In elligence 
hn F. Kihlst r m and Nancy Cantor 

The term ocial intelligence as first used by Dewey (1909) and Lull ( 1911) but the 

modem o ncepL has its origi s in Thorndike's ( L920) division of intelligence into 
three fac ts pertaining to t e ability to understand and manage ideas (abstract 
intelligen

1 
e), concrete object· (mechanical intelligence), and people (social intelli 

gence). . Thorndike's clas ic forumlation: "By social intelbgence is meant the 
abili ty to nderstand and m' age men and women, boys and girls - to act wisely 
in huma · relations" (p. 22 ). Similarly, Moss and Hunt (I 927) defined social 
intel ligen e as the "ability to et along with others'' (p. I 08). Vernon (1933) provided 
the most ide-ranging defin tion of social intelligence as the "ability to get along 
with peo le in general, soci I technique or ease in society. lmowledge of social 
matters, s 1sceptibility to stin uli from other members of a group, as well as insight 
into the tJrporary moods or nderlying personality traits of strangers" (p. 44). 

By cofast, Wechsler (1 39) gave sc_ant attention to social int~lligence in the 
developjeot of the Wechsler Adult fntelhgence Scale (WAIS). He did acknowledge 
that the P-i~ture Arrangement ubtest of the WAIS might serve as a measure of social 
intellige f e because it asses es the individual's abili ty to comprehend social situa
tions (C3j, pbell & McCord, 1996). Tn Wechsler's (1958) view, however, "social 
intellige e is just general · tell igence applied to social situations" (p. 75). This 
dismissal was repeated in atarazzo's (1972, p. 209) fifth and final edition of 
Wechsler monograph, in w ich social intelligence dropped out as an index term. 

easuring Socia Intelligence 

, efining social inte Iigence seems easy enough, especially by analogy to 
abstract ' telligence. When it came to measuring social intelligence, however, 
Thom · ( 1920) noted som what ruefully that "convenient tests of social intelli
gence ar hard to devise . .. Social intelligence shows itself abundantly in the 
nw·sery, © tl1e playground, n barracks and facto1ies and salesroom, but it eludes 
the formd standardized cond tions of the testing laboratory. It requires human beings 

to, time to adapt it responses, and face, voice, gesture, and mien as tools" 
evertheless, true the goals of the psychometric tradition, researchers 
nslated the abstr t definitions of social intelligence into standardized 
instruments for 1 easl1ring individual differences in social intelligence 
06; Taylor, L 990; a Iker & Foley, J 973). 
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The George Washi gton Social lnte ligence Test 

The first of these ~ls the George Was :ington Social lntelligence Test (GWSIT; 

Hunt, 1928; Moss, 1~31; Moss & Hunt, 1927). Like the WAIS (which il preceded), 
the GWSIT was co posed of a numbe of subtest.s, which could be combioed to 
yield an aggregate s1 ore. Hunt (1928) riginally validated the GWSlT through its 
correlations with ad! t occupational sta s, the number of extracurricular activities 
pursued by colleges dents, and ~upervi: or ratings of employees' ability to get along 
with people. There -~-as some controver y about whether social intelligence should 
be correlated with pe sonality measures f sociability or ext.raversion. 

I 
However, the G SIT came under i ediate criticism for its relatively high 

correlation with abs act intelligence. homdike and Stein (1937) concluded that 
the GWSlT "is so 1~ avily loaded with bility to work with words and ideas, that 
differences in social intelligence tend o be swamped by differences in abstract 
intelligence" (p. 28 ). The inability t discriminate between social intelligence 
and IQ, coupled wi 1 difficulties in se ecting external criteria against whjch the 
scale could be vali ted, led to declin ng interest in the GWSIT and, indeed, in 
the whole concep of social intelli ence as a distinct intellectual entity. 
Spearman 's ( 1927) afforded no spec· al place for social intelligence, of course; 
nor was social int ligence included, or even implied, in Thurstone's list of 

primary mental abi ties. 

Social lntelligenc in Guilford's Str cture of Intellect 

Work on social intelh ence fell off sharp y until the J 960s, when interest was revived 
within the context o~~uilford' s Strnctur oflntellect model of intelligence. Guilford 
posntlated a system at least 120 separ, e intellectual abilities, based on all possible 

combinations of five ategories of opera ions ( cogn:ition, memory, divergent produc
tion, convergent pr I uction, and evalu t ion), four categories of content (figural, 
symbolic, semantic, ,ct behavioral), an ~ix categories of products (units, classes, 
relations, systems, ansformations, an implications). Within this system, social 
intelligence was rep esented by behavi ral contents. Of the thirty facets of social 
intelligence predict~ by the Structure of Intellect model (five operations x six 
products), howeverj actual tests were devised for only six cognitive abilities 
(Hoepfner & O 'Sul · an, 1969) and six divergent production abilities (Hendricks, 
Guilford, & Hoepfn ·, 1969). 

ln constmcting te ts of behavioral c gt1ition, O' Sullivan, Guilford, and deMille 
(1965) assumed thj "expressive beha ·or, more particularly facial expressions, 
vocal inflections, po tures, and gestures are the cues from which intentional states 
are inferred" (p. 6). heir study yielded ix factors clearly interpretable as cognition 
of behavior, which ere not contamina ed by nonsocial semantic and spatial abil
ities. However, later tudies fotmd subst tial correlations between TQ and scores on 
the individual Guilf rd subtests as we 1 as various composite social intelligence 
scores (Riggio, Mes er, & Throckmo ton, 1991; Shanley, Walker, & Foley, 1971 ). 
Still, Shanley and co eagues (1971) con eded that the correlations obtained were not 
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strong e1y ugh to warrant chsler 's assertion that social intelligence is nothing 
more thary general intelligenc applied in the social domain. 

Hendr· ks and colleagues 1969) attempted to develop tests for coping with other 
people, 1, t just understandi g their behavior - what tl1ey referred to as "basic 

solution-1ding skills in inte ersonal relations" (p. 3). Because successful coping 
involves { e creative generat on of many and diverse behavioral ideas, these inves

tigators I beled these dive gent-thinking abilities creative socitll intelligence. 
Scoring d vergent productio ~ proved considerably harder than scoring cognitions. 
as there re by definition n best answers and responses must be evaluated by 
-independclnt judges for quali as well as quantity. Factor analysis yielded six factors 
clearly in~hrpretable as diver ent production in the behavioral domain, which were 

essentiall~ independent of b th divergent semantic production and (convergent) 
cognition r,n tbe behavioral d main (see also Chen & Michael, 1993; Romney and 
Pyryt, 19 [; Snyder & Micha 1, 1983). [n neither domain is there much evidence for 
the abilitt of any of these tes s to predict external criteria of social intelligence. 

Tests o ilie remaining thre Structure oflntellect domains had not been developed 
by the tim the Guilford pro am came to a close. Hendricks and colleagues ( 1969) 

noted. tba~ 'these constitute b far the greatest number of unknowns in the [Structure 
oflntelle ] model" (p. 6). owever, O 'Sullivan and colleagues ( 1965) did sketch 
out how I hese abilities wer defined. Convergent production in the behavioral 
domain\~ s defined as "doin the right thing at the right time" (p. 5) and presumably 
might bet sted by a knowled e of etiquette. Behavioral mem0ty was defined as the 
ability to remember the soc al characteristics of people (e.g., names, faces, and 
personali traits), while beh 1vioral evaluation was defined as the ability to judge 
the appro1 riateness ofbeha · r. 

The Maj eburg Test of S cial Intelligence 

Given th difficulties in co structing and validating perfo1mance-based tests of 
social int ligence, as illustr ted by the Guilford program, it is not surprising that 
many inv

1 
stigators have tum d to self-report inventories such as the Tromso Social 

Intellige e Scale (Grieve, 2 13; Silvera, Martinussen, & Dahl, 2001) and the Trait 
Social In lligence Ql!lestio aire (Petrides, Mason, & Sevdalis, 2011). 

A ren · ed attempt to d velop a performance-based assessment yielded the 
Magd.ebu Test of Social In elligence (MTSI; Conzel.mann, Weis, & Suss, 2013), 
based on ~model of social int It igence proposed by Weis and Siiss (2007). The MTSI 

is an exteHsive battery oftest consisting ofa variety of verbal, pictorial, auclio, and 

video_rnalrri~ls _assessin~ V ' ous aspects o~social perception (the abili1?'_to quickly 
perceive Joc1al information u complex settmgs), social memo,y (the ability to store 
and recalj social information , and social understanding (tl1e ability to understand 
social sf 

I 
uli presented. in a ituationaJ context). Unfortunately, exploratory factor 

analysis owed that the vari us measures of social perception did not converge ou 
a single c nstruct. The meas res of social memory and social understanding, how

ever, did l bow substru1tial onvergent and discriminant validity, supporting the 
bypothes· that social intelli ence is multidimensional in nature. None of these 
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dimensions correlat d with any of th "Big Five" personality traits. Two 0U1er 
aspects of social inte ligence hypothesiz d by the Weis-Suss model, social flexibility 

(the ability to prod ~ e many and ruvers solutions in a social situation) and social 
knowledge (the ind' idual' s fund of owledge about the social world), are not 
assessed by the curr t version of the TSL 

Convergent and °J scriminant Valid ty in Social Intelligence 

Following the Guilf1 rd studies, a numb r of investigators continued the attempt to 
measure social intel · ence and detenni its re lation to general abstract intelligence. 
Most of these studi explicitly emplo ed the logic of the multitrait-multimethod 
matrix, employing I ultiple measures of social and nonsocial intelligence and 
ex.amining the conv gent validity of al emative measures within each domain and 
discriminant validi across domains ( .g., Sechrest & Jackson, 1961; Lee et al. , 
2000; Weis & Si.iss, 007). 

Marlowe (1986) nd his colleagues assembled a large battery of personality 
measures tapping v ious aspects of so ial intelligence, including interest and con
cern for other peopl social perfonnan skills, empathic ability, emotional expres
siveness and sensiti ty to others' emoti nal expressions, social anxiety, and lack of 
social self-efficacy d self-esteem. The e scales were essentially unrelated to verbal 
and abstract intelli ence but this app rent independence of social and general 
intelligence may be at least partially artifact of method variance: Marlowe's 
measures of social i1 telligence were all self-repo1t scales, whereas his measures of 
verbal and abstract j telligence were th usual sorts of objective performance tests. 

Keeping the met~ ds constant, Conz lmann and colleagues (2013) examined the 
correlations betwee the MTSI subsca s and "academic" intelligence (the Berlin 
Intelligence Strnctu Test). Both soci perception and social memory were corre
lated with acaderni intelligence, perh ps owing to the complexity of the MTSI 
tasks. Although soci1 I understanding pr ved to be unrelated to measures ofacademic 
reasoning, the disti ction between soc al intelligence and intelligence in general 
remains problemati • 

The Prot 

Although ~ cial intelligence b s proved difficult for psychometricians to 
operationalize, it d es appear to play a major role in people's na'ive, intuitive 
concepts of intelli~ nee. Sternberg an his colleagues asked subjects to Jist the 
behaviors that they onsidered cbaracte ·stic of intelligence, academic intelligence, 
everyday iotelligen , and unintelligen e; other subjects then rated each of 250 of 
these in tenns ofho 

1 
"characteristic'' ea h was ofihe ideal person possessing each of 

the three forms of l tell igence (Stemb rg et al. , 1981 ). Factor analysis of ratings 
provided by laypeo le yielded a factor of "social competence." Prototypical beha
viors reflecting soc· competence we e these: accepts others for what they are; 
admits mistakes; di lays interest in the world at large; is on time for appointments; 
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has socia onscience; thinks efore speaking and doing; displays curiosity; does not 
make sna judgments; makes air judgments; assesses well the relevance ofi11fonna
tion to a p obi em at hand; is s nsitive to other people's needs and desires; is frank and 

honest w1

1
. self and others; a d displays interest in d1e immediate environ me. nt. 

1nteres · gly, a separate d mension of social competence did not consistently 

emerge in ratings made by a separate group of expe1ts on intelligence. Rather, the 
experts t9 used on verbal int ll igence and problem-solving ability, with social com
petence e~pressly e merging nly in the ratings of the ideal "practically intelligent" 
person. P7fhaps these experts hared Wechsler's dismissive view of social intelligence. 

SinliJa tudies were cond cted by Kosmitzki and John ( 1993) and by Schneider, 
Ackenn and Kanfer ( 1996 , with sinlilar results. In the Schneider and colleagues 
study, fa or analysis reveal d seven dimensions of social competence that were 
esseutiall uncorrelated with uantitative and verbal/reasoning ability. On the basis 
of these fl dings, Schneider nd colleagues concluded that "it is time to lay to rest 
any resid~ I notions that soc al competence is a monolithic entity, or that it is just 

general i1tblligence ap~lied t social situations" (p. 479). A~ wi_th M~1-lowe's (1986) 
study, hoJJever, the reliance n self-report measures of soctal mtelligence compro
mises thi conclusion, which ·emains to be confirmed using objective performance 
measures l f the various dime sions in the social domain. 

Social · te!Jigence played li le role in Sternberg's (1977) early componenlial view of 
human int ligence, whkh was mended to focus on reasoning and problem-solving skills 
as represe ted by trnditional in elligence tests. However, social intelligence is explicitly 
represeote in Sternberg's mor recent triarclzic view of intelligence (Sternberg, 1988), 
according ' which intelligence is composed of analytical, creative, and practical abilities. 
Practical i telligence is define i11 terms of problem-solving in cve1yday contexts and 
explicitly I eludes social inte · gence (Sternberg & Wagner, 1986) - though it also 
includes s ch nonsocial skills s arithmetic and route-planning abilities. According to 
Sternberg, each type of intelli ence reflects the operation of three different kinds of 
componei ' processes: perfon ance components, which solve problems in various 
domains; xecutive metacom nents, which plan and evaluate problem-solving; and 
knowledge acquisition compo ents, by which the first two components are learned 
through e~ erience. "Success I" intelligence marshals all three kinds of abilities in 
pursuing ~ als and solving pro !ems encountered along the way (Sternberg, 2018). For 
Sternberg,! hese abilities, and t us their underlying components, may well be somewhat 
independe t of each other; butt e actual relation among various inleUectual abilities is an 
open, em ·cal question. Ans ering this question, of course, requires that we have 
psychome ·cally adequate ins ·uments for assessing social intelligence - which brings 
us back to I ur starting point: H w is social intelligence to be mea<,ured? 

e Developmen of Social Intelligence 

hile psychometric research has focused on adults, there is also a long
standing I nterest in social intelligence among developmeotal psychologists 
(Greensp 

1 
& Love, 1997) particularly those concerned with the assessment, 
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treatment, and grow~ of children (and a ults) with developmental disorders such as 

intellecn1al disabili I and autism. 

Moral Reasoning 

One stimulus for re , ed interest in soci I intelligence was the upsurge of interest i.n 
moral reasoning fotil wing tbe publicati n of Kohlberg's Piagetian theo1y of moral 
reasoning (e.g., Koh~ erg, 1963). As Tu iel (2006) notes, Piaget himself had viewed 
moral reasoning wit in the wider conte, t of the child's knowledge and judgment of 
social relationships. o, just as Thomdi 'e raised the question of how social intelli
gence related to ac· demic intelligenc the Piaget-Kohlberg tradition raises the 

question of how ag~ differences in mor 1 reasoning are re.lated to social reasoning 
in general. One vie is that moral re soning, while obviously related to social 
reasoning aod to re~ oning in general, onstitutes a separate cognitive domain that 
might follow its ow unique principles, evelopmental trajectory, and the like. 

According to soc} I-cognitive doma11 theo1y (Turiel, Killen, & 1-:felwig, 1987; 
Smetana, 2006), mo ality is only one several aspects of the social world about 
which children and dults acquire kno ledge and engage in reasoning, judgment, 
and decision-makin . The "conventi.oo I" domain of social knowledge has to do 
with nonns of socia~ ehavior that va1y rom one context to another. The ''_personal" 
domain has to do ;f th our understan ng of individual persons as psychological 
entities, including tl:i attributions that e make for our own aod others' behaviors, 
and our ability to in

1 
r meaning in soci' I situations. The "moral" domain concerns 

universally applicabl and obligatory co cepts of ham,, welfare, fairness, and rights. 
Most of the focus f social-cognjti ve omain theory has been on the moral domain 

and on children's d eloping tbe abili to understand moral concepts and render 
judgments of right d wrong. As a dev lopmental theoty, social-cognitive domain 
theory assumes tha social-cognitive a ilities are heterogeneous - that children's 
(and adults') abilitiJ to reason about le social world and the trajectory of their 
development may w1 U differ from one main to another. But, for present purposes, 
social-cognitive do ain theory offers alten1ative description of the domains in 
which children and ults apply distinc vely social intelligence. 

Culture and Socia Intelligence 

While acknowledgin that different asp els of social intelligence may have different 
developmental traje1 tories, the Piageti n tradition generally assumes that there is 
some objectively v d standard ofmor ity (or, more broadly, social propriety) that 
individuals can iden

1 
ty through the app ication ofrigorous, logical thought. On the 

other hand, increasi g appreciation of cultural differences in mind and behavior 
suggests that there . ight not be such a single, universal standard (Shweder et al., 
1998). lo a discussi of the i.mplicatioJJ of multiculturalism for social intelligence, 
Shweder (2017) bas I uggested that "a hi bly developed social intelligence is one that 
is able to understan and sympathize ith the unfamiliar and even ego-alien per
spectives and attac ents oftbe merobe s of different cultural communities without 
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shedding be attitudes, jud ents, and feelings that give definition to one's own 
distinctiv' but culturally con oured and refined sense of self' (p. 321 ). At the very 
least, tho 

I 
who wish to con truct assessments of social intelligence must attend to 

their own/ cultural biases; the may even wish to take up the challenge of devising 
"culture-ti ir" tests - or to c nsider the proposition that standards for intelligent 

social be~ vior may vary so uch from one culture to the next as to require culture
specific t ts. 

Intellect al Disability 

Social intl igence has always played a role in the assessment of intellectual disability 
(fonn erlyl own as mental re ardation). This diagnosis requires not only evidence of 
subnorma intelJectual functi ning but also demonstrated evidence of "Deficits in 
adaptive , ctioning" that "Ii 1it functioning in one or more activities of daily life, 
such as 09 uaication, soci participation, and independent living, across multiple 
environmrts, such as home, school, work, and community" (American Psychiatric 
Associati0 , 2013). In other ords, the diagnosis of intellectual disability involves 
deficits i~ social as weU as a ademic intelligence. Furthermore, the wording of the 
diagnostio criteria implies tba social and academic intelligence are not highly corre
lated - it equires positive ev dence of both forms of impainnen¼ meaning that the 
presence 0 one cannot be infi rred from the presence of the other. 

While I e conventional di gnostic criterion for intellectual disability places pri
mary em l asis on IQ and · tellectual functioning, Greenspan and Love (I 997) 
argued t~ t it should emph s ize social and practical intelligence instead. They 
proposed hierarchical mode of social intelligence consisting of three components: 
social serf. itivity, reflected in ole-taking and social inference; social insight, includ
ing socia~ comprehension, p ychological insight, and moral judgment; and social 
communi tion, subsuming r ferential communication and social problem-solving. 
Social in lligence, io turn, s only one component of adaptive intelligence (the 
others bei! g conceptual intel ·gence and practical intelligence), which in tum joins 
physical d mpetence and soci emotional adaptation (temperament and character) as 
the major! dimensions of per onal competence broadly construed. Greenspan and 
Love did 

1 
t propose specific ests for any of these components of social intelligence 

but impli~lf that they could b derived from experimental procedures used to study 
social co1·1ion in general. 

All this swell and good bu , while the criterion for impaired intellectual function
ing is cle y operationalized y an lQ tbresbold1 there is as yet no standard by which 

impaired*
1 

cial functioning - · paired social intelligence - can be determined. The 
Vineland . ocial Maturity Sea e (Doll, 1947) was an important step in this direction: 
This ins ent yields aggreg te scores of social age (analogous to mental age) and 
social qiJ ·ent (by analogy o the intelligence quotient, calculated as social age 
divided b chronological age . The Vineland has been recently revised (Sparrow, 
Bal.la, & 0: ccbetti, 1984) but s adequacy as a pure measure of social intelligence is 
compro~ ed by the fact that linguistic functions, motor skills, occupational skills, 
self-care, nd self-direction assessed as well as social cognition. 
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As an alternative, aylor ( 1990) pro sed a semi-structured Social Intelligence 
lnterview coverings h domains as soci I memory, moral development, recognition 

of and response to s cial cues, and soci 1 judgment. Unfortunately, such an inter
view, being idiograp · cally constructed t take account of the individual's particular 
social environment, o nnot easily yield u erical scores by which individuals can be 

compared and ranked More important t n ranking individuals, from Taylor's point 
of view, is identifyin~ areas ofhigb and 1 w functioning within various environments 
experienced by the j dividual and det nnining the goodness of fit between the 

individual and thee] ironments in whic he or she lives. 

The Autism Spect m 

Another group of velopmental disa ilities, autistic spectrum disorders, also 
invokes the concept f social intelligen e. Kanner's ( 1943) classic description of 
autism portrays chil en who do not see to be capable of engaging in normal social 
behavior or of main ining normal soci I relationships, and the diagnostic criteria 
specified in the Di nostic and Statis ·cal Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM; 
American Psychiatr1 Association, 2013) emphasize deficits in social relations: 
impairments in non rbal behavior, fail es to deve\op peer relationships, lack of 

s~on~ane~us sh~g ~d o~h_er asp_e~t~ o social r~ciprocity; i1~pairment~ in _co_mn~u-
01cat1on, mcludmg a mab1hty to 101t1at or sustam conversations or social llilltatlve 
p lay; and stereotype patterns of bebav or, includjng inflexibility in various beha
vioral routines. All . these featw·es su gest that at least some cases of autism are 
characterized not j tl t by social with rawal and language impairment but by 
a specific impairme in the abilities tha . underlie effective social interaction. 

Specifically, it has een proposed that utistic children and adults lack a "theory of 
mind" (ToM) by whi h they can attribut mental states to other people and reflect on 

their own mental liv (Bruner & Feldm n, 1993; Tager-Flusberg, 2007). However, 
it is now recognized hat autism lies on spectrum, with Kanner's syndrome as an 
extreme case. This b ngs the problem o assessing social intelligence in intellectual 
disability and the ~ tism spectrum di ectly in contact with a literature on the 
assessment ofsociall telligence in diffi rent cultures. Perhaps some autistic indivi
duals lack some de~ e of social inteUig nee. On the other hand, perhaps their social 
intelligence is merel. qualitatively diffe ent (Gernsbacber, 2015; Jaarsma & Welin, 
2011). The fundame , al questions endur : Is social cognition a separate faculty from 

I 

nonsocial cognition? ls social intellige ce anything different from general intelli-
gence applied to the I ocial domain? Ho , does diversity in social intelligence relate 
to diversity in gener intelligence? 

Primate Social Int lligence 

Wbile the ontogeo) c view of develo 
intelligence by indi dual children, the 
evolution of social · Lelligence - and, · 
our closest primate elatives. Most of 

ment focuses on the acquisition of social 
hylogene1;c view asks questions about the 
particular, about the social intelligence of 

his research has focused on whether any 
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nonhumal species possess T . which might be taken as the most elementary aspect 
of social ! 1telligence. Even ough they fai.l nonverbal versions of the false belie f 
test, labo tory studies con:6 m that chimpanzees, at least, possess the ability to 
understad the goals and int ntions of others (Can & Tomasello, 2008). Studies of 
chimpan~ es in more natural environments, as well as an appreciation of the com

plexities f primate societies however, suggest a more expansive view of primate 
sociaJ in lligence, includin the abili ty to understand the behavior of others in 
"human" enns of belief at d desire (deWaal. 2016; deWaal & Ferrari, 2012; 
Seyfarth 

I 
Cheyney, 2015; biten & van de WaaJ, 2017). 

Artificial Social lntelligen e 

Advance, in artificial intel igence, robotics, and human-computer interaction, 
includin Siri and other co puter-based "virtual assistants," have led computer 
scientists o consider how in orporating various aspects of social cognition might 
enable m hines to interact itb humans more effectively (Bainbridge et al., 1994; 
Breazeal,I 002; Broadbent, 017; Dautenhabn, 2007~ Lepore, 2018). One possible 
approach I ould be to progra n various aspects of social intelligence directly, after 
the mann · oflsaac Asimov' ' 'Three Laws of Robotics." Another approach would 
be to em Joy powerful mac 1ine-leaming algorithms to enable robots to acquire 
socia l in -lligence from int actions with humans. Either approach will require 
establishl g some consensus bout what social inte lligence is. 

e Fall and Rise f Social Intelligence 

viewing the litera ure published up to l 983, Landy (2006) characterized 
the searc !for social intellige ce as "long, frustrating, and fruitless.'' Certainly it .has 

been longjhnd frustrating. De ade by decade, Landy traces a record of"disappointing 
empirical esults and substan ial theoretical criticism" (p. 82). This record did not, 
however, iminish the enthus asm of both basic and applied social psychologists for 
the conce t of social inte llige1 ce. Landy's review essentially stopped at 1983 and for 
good reas o - for, vevy soon, events were lo give social intelligence a new lease of 
life. 

The The y of Mult iple In elligences 

The miles one event here w s the theory of multiple intelligences proposed by 
Gardner ~ 983, 1993, I 999, 006; see also Davis et al., 201 1 ). Gardner proposed 
that intelll. ence is not a unit cognitive ability but that there were at Least seven (in 

the origi~! formulation; lat expanded to eight) quite different kinds of inte lli
~enc~, ea~ hy~oth~ti~ally di_s ociable fror~ the othei_-s. Wbil~ most of_thes~ proposed 
mtelhgene s (lmgu1st1c, logi al-111athemat1cal, spatial, musical, bodily-kinesthetic, 
and na istic) are "cognit ve" abilities somewhat reminiscent of Thurstone's 
primary ental abilities, t o are explicitly personal and social in nature. 
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fntrapersona! intelli . nee is the ability o gain access to one's own internal emo

tional life and interpJ sonal intelligence i the ability to notice and make distinctions 
arnong other indivi als. Gardner (19 7) has also considered whether there is 
a specifically moral orm of intelligeuc , which would count as another form of 

social intelligence. 
Although Gardner multiple inteUigen es are individual-differences constructs, in 

which some people some diagnostic roups are assumed to have more of these 
abiljties than others, I ardner does not r ly entirely on the traditional psychometric 
procedures for docu enting individual ifferences. Rather, his prefen-ed method is 

a somewhat impressi9 · stic analysis based oo a convergence of signs provided by seven 
additional lines of evi ence - isolmion by rain damage, exceptional cases, identifiable 

core operations, e.xpe itnental tasks, disti1 ctive developmemal histories, and a unique 

symbol system by wh h the ability in que ' tion can be manipulated and trnnsmitted by 
a culture. For social it elligence, this sym ol system is. at least in part, the language of 
traits - the thousands ftenns that we use o describe each other's mental states but that 
do not apply to no~ ntient objects. G- dner did not off er any new tests of social 
intelligence, nor did e provide compeJ g evidence (hat his multiple inteUigences 
were really qualit ively different om each other. Still, claims for a 
neuropsychological ssociatjon between interpersonal intelligence and other fonns 
of intelligence offer 1 w life to the notion that social intelligence can be distinguished 
from linguistic, logic -mathematical, an spatial intelligence. 

Emotional lntelligl nee 

The idea of social J telligence also rec ived a boost from argwnents in favor of 
individual difference1 in emotional intel ·geuce, defined as ''the abil ity to monitor 
one's own and otbersj feelings, to discrimi ate among them, and to use this infmmation 
to guide one's thinki and action" (Salo ey & Mayer, 1990, p. 189; see also Mayer, 
Roberts, & Barsade, 008; Mayer, Salov y, & CanlSo, 2008). Emotional intelligence 
subsumes fotu· com nent abiljties: the bility to perceive emotions in oneself and 
others; to use emotio s in the service of hinking and problem-solving; to understand 
emotions and the rela: ons among them; a d to manage emotions in oneself and others. 
Emotion is frequent! · evoked in a social ntext and many social interactions are laced 
with emotion. So em , ·ooal intelligence d social intelligence do share a sort of family 
resemblance and it w Id not be surprisin to fu1d that they are correlated. For example, 
the ability to decode onverbal expressi of emotion (Rosenthal et al., 1979) is an 
important aspect of e ability to "read" social situations in general (e.g., Barnes & 
Sternberg 1989). On he other hand, emo ional intelligence aod social intelligence are 
not the same thing: T ere is nothing partic larly social about snake phobia and there are 
many aspects of soci cognition where e1 ,otion plays little or no role. 

The idea of emotiJ al intelligence qui kly caught on in both academic and applied 
psychology ( e.g., 9 leman, 1995). W ereas Thorndike ( 1920) postulated social 
intelligence as the , ·rd member of a tr ad ofinteltigences, along with mechanical 
and abstract i.ntellig ce, it seems possi le that, as suggested by Mayer, "Emotional 
intelligence could b ... the replaceme .t member of the triumvirate where social 
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intellige11te failed" (quoted i Goleman, 2006, p. 330). The explosion of interest in 
emotion~ intelligence prob bly has much to do with what might be called the 
"affectiv counterrevolution' in psychology - the feeling that, since the cognitive 
revolutio of the 1950s and 960s, psychology had gone overboard in emphasizing 
epistemol gy and needed to pay more attention to feelings and desires. Certainly 
there is Ii le reason to th· that emotional intelligence is a clearer concept Chan 
social int lligence or any ea ier to measure (Murphy, 2006). Whatever the reason, 
the upsur e of interest in em tional .intelligence seems to have carried other "hot" or 
"persona ' intelligences alo with it, so that we can look forward to a revival of 
research tcrest in this topic (Mayer, Caruso, & Salovey, 2016). 

Social In elligence and S cial Neuroscience 

All the ~ re so. perhaps, no that Goleman (2006) has done for social intelligence 
what he ·ct earlier for emot onal intelligence. Because rewardfog social relation
ships are e key to happines and health, and the key to rewarding social relation
sl1ips is ocial intelligence, Goleman argued that we need new tools for the 

t of individual di erences in social intelligence as well as educational 
programs at will enable pe pie to learn how to increase their social intelligence in 
order to ecome happier an healthier. Whereas Gardner had postulated a single 
social inle ligence, or perhap. two (counting intmpersonal as well as interpersonal), 
Goleman rgues for a highly iffereotiated set of social intelligences, grouped under 
two majo} headings. Social a areness includes the ability to perceive other people's 
intemal m ntal states, to und rstand their feelings and thoughts, and to comprehend 

the dema 
I
ds of complex soc al situations. 1t includes modules dedicated to primal 

empathy, I mpathic accuracy attunement, and social cognition. Social facility, . or 
relatioosH p management, "b ilds on social awareness to allow smooth, effective 
interactiol s" (p. 84) and inclu es interaction synchrony, self-presentation, influence, 
and coned for others. 

GolemJ (2006) provocativ ly characterizes previous work on social intelligence as 
a "scienti c backwater" (p. 30) in need of total rethinking. Taking a cue from 

Gardner, ho relied more on europsychology than on psychometrics, as well as the 
doctrine @ modularity as it 1as developed in contemporary cognitive and social 
neuroscie 

I 
ce, Goleman hypot esizes that social intelligence is mediated by an extcn
rk of neural mod !es, each dedicated to a particular aspect of social 
But, more than th t, Goleman asserts that "new neuroscieotific findings 

tential to reinvigor te the social and behavioral sciences," just as "the basic 
assumpti s of econotnics . .. have been challenged by the emerging 'neuroeco
nomics,' 

1 
hich studies the ain during decision-making" (p. 324). On the other 

hand, it is matter of historical fact that the real revolution in economics- the advances 
that game~ d the Nobel Prizes flowed from observational field studies (Simon, 1955) 
and paper- nd-pencil question aires (Tversky & Kabneman, 1974). An argument can 
be made at, in personality d social psychology as in other areas of the field, 
psycholo 

I 
cal theory leads a vances in neuroscience, not the other way around 

(K.ihlstro , 20 I 0). Neverthele s, neu.ropsychological and brain-imaging research bas 
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already jdentined a ber of brain mod les or circuits that appear to be specialjzed 
for social cognition iske & Prentice, 20 l ; Liebem1an, 2007). Individual differences 
in the functiorung of ese areas may well prove to be related to individual differences 

in various aspects of ocial intelligence ( imenez et al., 2013). 

The Kno dge View of S cial Intelligence 

llltellige11c , as defined in sta ard dictionaries. has two rather different 

meanings. ln its mo~ familiar meaning, intelligence has to do with the individual's 
abi li ty to learn and , ason. It is this me ·ng that underlies common psychometric 
notions such as int 1/igence testing, t e intelligence quotient, and the like. As 
originally coined b I E. L. Thorndike ( 920) and pursued in lhe sturues reviewed 
so far, social inteltig nee referred to th person's ability to understand and manage 
other people and td engage in adapti, e social interactions. In its less common 
meaning, intelligeu has to do with a body of information and knowledge. 
This second meanin is irnplicated in th titles of ce1tain government organizations, 
such as the Central ll telligence Agency in the United States and its British counter
parts MIS and MI6. oth meanings are ii voked by the concept of social intelligence. 
But, from Thomd' and Guilford to ardner and Goleman and beyond, social 
intelligence researcl and theory have b en predicated almost exclusively on wbat 

might be called the bilit.v view. 
Cantor and Kihlstr1 

111 offered an al tern· ive knowledge view of social intelligence that 
refers simply lo the l dividual's fund of , owledge about the social world (Cantor & 
Kihlstrom, 1987, 198 ; Kihlstrom & Cant r. 1989, 2000, 2011 ). ln contrast lo the ability 
view of social iutelli eoce, the knowled e view does not conceptualize social intell i
gence as a trait, or gr1 up of traits, on whi 1 individuals can be compared and ranked on 
a dimension from lo I to high. Rather, th knowledge view begins with the assumption 
that social behavior I intelligent - that i is mediated by what the person knows and 
believes to be the cas and by cognitive pr cesses of perception, memory, reasoning, and 
problem-solving, raili r than being media ed by innate reflexes, conditioned responses, 
evolved genetic pro I ams, and the like. ccordingly, the social intelligence view con
strues individual di rences in social be avior - the pubjjc manifestations of person
ality - to be the prod t of individual diffi ences in the knowledge that individuals b1ing 

I 
to bear on their social interactions. Differ nces in social knowledge cause differences in 
social behavior but f does not make se se to construct measures of social [Q. The 
important variable i3i not how much soci l intelligence the person has but rather what 
social intelligence h or she possesses - what the individual knows about himself or 
herself, other peopl 

I 
the situations in rhich people encounter each other, and the 

behaviors they exch ge when they are i them. 

The Evolution of ognitive Views Personality 

The social intellige ce view of perso ity has its origins in the social-cognitive 
trarution of person lity theory, in wh ch construal and reasoning processes are 
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central to issues of social a ptation. Thus, Kelly (1955) characterized people as 
nai've scie tists generating h potheses about future inte1personal events based on 
a set of p1 rsoual constructs oncern.i.ng self, others, and the world at large. These 
constructs were idiographi with respect to both content and organization. 
Individual might be ranked n tenns of the complexity of their persona.I construct 
systems li> t the important i sue for Kelly was knowing what the individual's 
personal e nstrncts were. Be ond complexity, the idiosyncratic nature of personal 
construct , ystems precluded l uch nomotbetic comparison. 

The initial fom1ulation ofs cial learning theory held that personality was largely 
learned btavior and that derstanding personality required understanding the 
social cofitions rn1der wbi h it was acquired (Miller & Dollard, 194 1). Quite 
quickly, li wever, social lear ing slipped from its behaviorist roots and acquired 

a distinctl . cognitive flavor (Bandura & Walters, 1963; Rotter, 1954). Bandura 
(1973) arg 1ed for the acquisi on of social knowledge througb precept and example 
rather tha the direct experi 1ce of rewards and punishment and, later (Bandura, 
1986), dis inguished between the o~rtcome expectancies emphasized by Rotter and 
individuaj ' "self-efficacy" e pectancies concerning their ability to cairy out the 
actions re 1ired to control the vents in a situation. Although Rotter (J 966) proposed 
a measur , of generalized I us of control, Bandura argued that the important 
considera on is not whetbe an individual is relatively high or low in self
perceptim of social compe ence, or even actual social competence, but rather 
whether · e person believes hat he or she is competent to perfonn a particular 
behavior · some particu.lar si ation. 

n,e iJ ediate predecess r to the social intelligence view of personality is 
Mischel's I 1968, 1973) cogni ive social Jeami.ng reconceptualization of personality. 
A !though ometimes couched · behaviorist language, an emphasis on the subjective 
meaning ~ the situation mar d even Mischel 's early (1968) theory as cognitive in 
nature. Siw e that time, Misc el has broadened his conceptualization ofpersonality 
to includelr wide variety of di erent constructs, some derived from the earlier work 
of Kelly, · ptter, and Bandura nd others imported from the study ofbwnan cognitive 
processes. rom Mischel's ( I 3) point of view, the most important product of social 
learning i the individual's epertoire of cognitive and behavioral construction 
competen es - the ability toe gage in a wide variety of skilled, adaptive behaviors, 
including oth overt action an . covert mental activities. These construction compe
tencies ar~ as close as Mische gets to the ability view of social (or, for that matter, 
nonsocial ·ntelligence. 

On the ther band, the irn rtance of perception and interpretation of events in 
Mischel's ystem calls for a second set of person variables, having to do with 
encoding ffrategies govemin selective attention and KelLian personal constructs 
that filter ~eople's perception , memories, and expectations. Following Rotter and 
Bandura, Mischel also stresse the role of stimulus-outcome, behavior-outcome, and 
self-etlicabh, expectancies. so in line with Rotter's theory, Mischel notes that 
behavior ~ ill be governed b the su~jective values associated with various out
comes. A~ al set of relevant riables consists of self-regulatory systems and plans. 
self-impo ' d goals and cons uences that govern behavior in the absence (or in 
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spite) of social mon ors and external c nstraints. These v ariables are more in line 

with the knowledge iew of social intell'gence. 

Social lntelligenc as Social Knowl dge 

following Winogra (1975) and Andeson (1976), Cantor and Kihlstrom (1987) 
classified social inti ligence into two road categories: declarative social knowl
edge, consisting of 1 stract concepts an specific memories, and procedural social 
knowledge, consistiry oftbe rules, skill , and strategies by which the person manip
ulates and trausfonn declarative know edge and translates knowledge into action. 

Following Tulving ~ 983), the individu l's fund of declarative social knowledge, in 
turn, can be broken , own further Lnto c text-free semantic social knowledge about 
the social world in . neral and episodic social memory for the particular events and 
experiences that ma up the person's a obiograpbical record. Similarly, procedural 
knowledge can bes classified in terms f cognitive and rnotoric social skills. These 
concepts, personal I emeries, interpreti e niles, and action plans are the cognitive 
structures of perso lity. Together, th y constitute the expertise that guides an 

individual"s approaq to solving the pr lems of social life. 
The cognitive arcj itect1ire of social in elligence will be familiar from the literature 

on social cognition ~ arlston, 2013 ; Fis e & Macrae, 2012; Fiske & Taylor, 2007)
a literature that, int restingty. had its eginnings in early psychometric efforts to 
measure individual ifferences in soci I intelligence. For example, Vernon (1933) 
argued that one of . e characteristics o a socially intell igent person was that he or 
she was a goodjudg ofpersonaJity - a roposition that natmally led to inquiries into 
how people fom1 in ressions of person lity. Research on person perception, in turn, 
led to an inquiry int the intuitive or im licit theories of personality that provide the 
cognitive basis for ii pression fonnatio . Specifically, Croubach (1955) argued that 
one's implicit theo of personality c nsisted of his or her knowledge of "the 
generalized Other" (p. 179) - of the important dimensions of personality aud 
estimates of the m n and variance o each dimension with.in the population as 
well as estimates of he covariances am ng them. Tb.is intuitive knowledge might be 
widely shared and cquired as a con queuce of socialization and acculturation 
processes; but he a o asswned that th re would be individual and cultural differ

ences in this knoJ edge, leading to nd.ividua.l and group differences in social 
behavior. 

Following Kell (1955) and Misc el (1973), Cantor and Kihlstrom (1987) 
accorded social co ·epts a central sta s as cognitive structures of personality. lf 
the purpose of per1 eption is action, d if every act of perception is an act of 
categorization (Bru er, 1957), the paii cular categories that organize people's per
ception of the social world assume par ount importance in a cognitive analysis of 
personality. Some o these concept.s co em the world of other people and the places 
we encounter the knowledge of p rsonality types, social groups, and social 
situations. Other c cepts concern the ntrapersonal world: the kinds of people we 
are, both in general nd in particular cla ses of situations, and our theories of how we 
got that way. Some I ftbese conceptual elations may be universal and others may be 
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highly co sensual within the ndividual 's culture; but. as KeUy ( 19S5) argued, some 
may be q ·te idiosyncratic. egardless of whether they are shared with others, the 
individuals conceptual kno edge about the social world forms a major portion of 

bis or herJ eclarative social k 1owledge. 

Anoth~ important set of eclarative social knowledge structures represents the 
individual s autobiographical memory (Kihlstrom, 2009; McAdams & Manczak, 
2015). ln the context of so ial irttelligence, autobiographical memory includes 
a narrativ of tbc person's o n actions and experiences but it also includes what 
be or she ~as learned through direct and vicarious experience about the actions and 

experienc s of specific other eople and the events that have transpired in particular 
situationsj Every piece of con cious autobiographical memory is linked to a mental 
representa ion of the self as t e agent or patient of some action, or tbe stimulus or 
experienceir of some state (Ki 1lstrom, Beer, & Klein, 2002) . 

On the r,rocedural side, a bstantial portion of the social inte lligence repertoire 

consists olr·~ nterpretive rules fo. making sense of social experience: for inducing social 
categories and deducing cat ory membership; making attributions of causality; 
infening o er people's beha oral dispositions and emotional states; forming judg

ments of lrj ·ability and respon ibility; resolving cognitive dissonance; encoding and 
retrieving emories of our ow and other people's behavior; predicting future events; 
and test in ' hypotheses about our social judgments. Some of these procedures are 
algorithmi in nature, while thers may entail heuristic shortcuts (Nisbett & Ross, 
1980). Sothe are enacted del erately, while others may be evoked automatically, 

without ~Joh attention and c gnitive effort on our part (Bargh, 1997; but see also 
Kihlstromj 008). They are all part of our repertoire of procedural social knowledge. 

Social 1nJ lligence in Life asks 

From tbe to:wledge view of s cial intelligence, tbe assessment of social intelligence 
has quite a · erentcharacter t an it does from the ability view. From a psychometric 
point ofvi w, the questions p sed have answers that are right or wrong: Ts someone 
smart or n6 ? Are smart people also friendly? l s it proper to giggle at a funeral? In this 
way. it is pl ssible, at least in p inciple, to evaluate the accuracy of the person's social 
knowledge and the effectiven s of his or her social behaviors. However, the knowl
edge vie like the social int lligence approach to personality in ge11era l, abjures 
such ranki gs of people (Cant r, 2003). Rather than asking how socially intelligent 
people are~ compared to some onn, the social intelligence view of personality asks 
what socia intelligence peop e have. which they use to guide their interpersonal 
behavior. ~ fact, the social in 'lligence approach to personality is less interested in 
assessing t~e individual's rep toire of social intelligence than in seeking to under
stand the ~neral cognitive st ctures and processes out of which individuality is 

! 
constructe , how these develo over the life course of the individual, and how they 
play a rol I in ongoing social interactions. For this reason, Cantor and Kihlstrom 
(1987, I 9 9; Kihlstrom & antor, I 989) have not proposed any individual
differences measures by whic the person's social intelligence can be assessed. 
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Although the soc\ l intelJigence vie of personality diverges from the psycho
metric approach to s ciaJ intelligence n the matter of assessment, it agrees with 
some contemporary I heorists that intell gence is context-specific ( e.g., Stem berg, 
1988). Social intelli nee is specifically eared to solving the problems of social Li fe 
and, in particular, m 1aging the life las , current concerns (Klinger & Cox, 20 11 ), 
or personal project (Little, Salmela-A o, & Phillips, 2007) that people select for 
themselves or that 9 her people impose on them from outside. Social intelligence 
cannot be evaluated i 1 the abstract but 01 ly with respect to the domains and contexis 
in which it is exhib" d and the life tas sit is designed to serve. And, even in this 
case, "adequacy" car ot be judged fro, the viewpoint of the external observer but 
must come from the I oint of view of the articular person whose life tasks are in play. 

Life tasks provid an integralive u1 ·t of analysis for studying t.he interaction 
between the personj nd the situation ( .g., Cantor, 1990, 2000, 2003; Cantor & 
Fleeson, 1994; Cant , & I Iarlow, 1994; an tor et al., 2002; Snyder & Cantor, 1998). 
They may be explic t or in1plicit, abs act or circumscribed, universal or unique, 
enduring or stage-s , cific, rare or com 11onplace, poorly defined or well defined. 
Whatever their fea res, they give me ning to the individual' s life and serve to 
organize his or her I aily activities. De med from tbe subjective point of view of 
the individual, they) are the tasks that 1e person perceives himself or herself as 
"working on and de,

1 

ting energy to solv ng during a specified period in life" (Cantor 
& Kihlstrom, 1987 p. 168). Life task are articulated by the individual as self
relevant, time-cons 11ing, and meani gful. They provide a kind of organizing 
scheme for the indi idual 's activities nd they are embedded in the individual's 
ongoing daily life. ey are responsive o the demands, structure, and constraints of 
the social environm tin which the per. on lives. While often wilLingly undertaken, 
life tasks can also I e imposed from outside and the ways in which they are 
approached may ti constrained by sociocultural factors. Unlike the stage
structured views o~ Erikson and his p pularizers, the social intelligence view of 
personality does not ropose that every eat a pa1ticular age. is engaged in the same 
sorts of life tasks. l stead, periods oft ansition, when the person is entering into 
epochs in the Ii Fe cy le, are precisely th se times when individual differences in life 
tasks become most A parent. 

The intelligent na IJ"e oflife-task purs it is illustrated by the strategies deployed in 
its service. People o en begin to compre 1end the problem at hand by simulating a set 
of plausible outcom s, relating them to previous experiences stored in autobiogra
phical memory. The fonnulate specifi plans for action and monitor their progress 
toward their goals, aking special note of obstacles and determining whet}1er the 
actual outcome mee s their original ex ctations. Much of the cognitive activity in 
life-task problem-sd ving involves for ing causal attributions about outcomes and 
surveying autobiog~ phical memory fo hints about how things might have gone 
differently. When pl ns go aw,y or so, e unforeseen event frustrates progress, the 
person will map o 1 t a new path to rd the goal or even choose a new goal 
compatible with a ~ perordinate life t k. Intelligence frees us from reflex, taxis, 
and instinct in socia: life as in nonsocia dorn.ains. 
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Develop ent of Social In elligence Revisited 

from the ·nowledge view. w tb its emphasis on specific declarative and procedural 
social kn ledge, the develo ent of social intelligence is a matter of social learning 
rather tha genetic endowrne t or mental maturation. Post-Piagetian views of cogni
tive devel prnent emphasize t e child 's construction and refinement, through experi

ence, of '{rrious intuitive the ries concerning the mind, physics, and biology (e.g., 
Gopnik, 2

1
(bo3, 201 1 ). To th is I st we can add theories about self, others, and the social 

world - i tuitive theories of personality, self, and society that capture our under-
standing J · the way people in eract and shape our interactions with other people. 

It is poss· , le that the concep of social intelligence has outlived its usefulness and 
will be s1 planted by emoti nal intelligence or some other variant on personal 
intelligenf . Alternatively, it s possible that neutoscientific analyses will give new 
life to the study of social i telligence, as they promise to do in other areas of 
psycholo1 . On the other b , perhaps we should abandon the "ability" model of 
social int9 ligence complete] along with its psychometric emphasis on developing 
instrume~ for the measurin of individual differences in social competencies of 
various so s - tests intended o rank people and on which some people must score 
high ,nd tj hem must scorn lo ,. Instead of foousing on how people compare, peffi,ps 
we shoul1 ocus on what peo e know and how they bring their social intelligence to 
bear on th ir interactions with other people, on the tasks life has set for them, and on 

the tasks~-! ey have set for the, selves. In this way, we would honor the primary idea 
of the co 

I 
utive view of soci l interaction, which is that interpersonal behavior is 

intelligen based on what the iudiv idual knows and believes - no matter how smart 
or stupid .f may appear to oth 1· people. 
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